
GLOBAL RISK MANAGEMENT AND INSURANCE 

  5 Marks  

1. Analyze foreign exchange risk?     (K3) 

2. Explain corporate risk management process?   (K3) 

3. Briefly about political risk and market risk?    (K3) 

4. Classify about Risk management or financial techniques? (K3)  

5. Simplify about credit and debit risk?    (K3) 

6. Explain briefly about insurance    (K3) 

7. Justify about Regulation activity of insurance  (K3)  

8. Explain about enforcement policy    (K3) 

9. Examine the essentials of life insurance contract  (K3) 

10. Interpret the introduction to life and general insurance (K3) 

11. Develop Fire insurance                                                           (K3) 

12. Examine Marine cargo loses                                                   (K3) 

13. Identify Rate fixation for fire insurance                                  (K3) 

14. List the Settlement of claims allotted to marine insurance     (K3) 

15. Examine Policies for stock                                                      (K3) 

16. List Motor insurance and it types                                         (K3) 

17. Apply Crop insurance                                                            (K3) 

18. Classify Schemes of aviation insurance                              (K3) 

19. Build Fidelity guarantee                                                        (K3) 

20. Examine Cattle insurance their uses                                  (K3) 

 

10 Marks 

1. Difference between risk and uncertainty?     (K4) 

2. Explain risk management information system?    (K5) 

3. Objectives of risk management?      (K4) 

4. Risk management control by individuals?     (K5) 

5. Overview of global risk management.     (K5) 

6. Elucidate the kinds of insurance policies on the basis of nature  (K4) 

7. Explain all the basis Features of life insurance    (K4) 

8. Explain about kinds of insurance       (K4) 

9. Develop the Life insurance policy conditions – vividly    (K5) 

10. Dissect the regulation of insurance business in the emerging scenario  (K5) 

11. Predict the Types of marine insurance                              (K5) 

12. Develop Fire insurance and insurance coverage              (K5) 

13. Discuss Marine cargo losses and frauds                             (K5) 

14. Evaluate Rate fixation for Marine cargo loses                  (K5) 



15. Assess Marine insurance and availed contract                  (K5) 

16. Build Miscellaneous insurance          (K5) 

17. Combine and Compare burglary and Crop insurance       (K5) 

18. Interpret Rules for employers liability insurance     (K5) 

19. Justify Accident and sickness insurance     (K5) 

20. Conclude Engineering insurance rules and its value of availability.  (K5) 

 

 

 

 

 


